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SUMMARY-ANALYSIS OF HEARINGS HELD MAY 27-29 AND 
JUNE 3-7,1957, ON THE NATURE OF RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT 

' AND ITS EFFECTS ON MAN 

INTRODUCTION 

During late May and early June the Joint Committee on Atomic 
Energy held 8 days of public hearings on the nature of radioactive 
fa.llout and its effects on man. It was the intent of these hearings 
to emphasize the scientific subject matter related to the falloQt 
problem, and to leave broader policy issues to subsequent considera
tion. The hearin~s, including material introduced for the record 
and a comprehensive bibliography, will probably be the most exten} 
sive library of information on fallout yat to appear in one document. 

The hearings covered in detail the whole cycle of fallout from its 
inception in the detonation of nuclear weapons, through its scattering 
about in the atmosphere and descent to earth, and finally its uptake 
by and effect on human beings, animals, and vegetation. Testimony 
covered a. breadth of scientific knowledge from physics to pathology, 
and from· geology to genetics, as it relates to fallout. Some 60 
experts from the major scientific areas ·involved were invited to 
present testimony before the committee and submit statements for 
the record. All sessions were open to the public. · 

The hearings accomplished several things. One thing was clarifi
cation of many important scientific points. Another was putting 
into better perspective much of the available scientific data on 
fallout. Most helpful, in this respect, were experimental round-tabla 
discussions among some of the expert witnesses. The discussions 
helped to point up the areas of agreement and to outline more clearly 
the areas of continuing disagreement. 

The hearings served to bring out distinctions that must be made 
between fact and value judginent, and served to emphasize how 
difficult it is to give precise scientific definition to such words as 
"clean," "safe," and "hazardous," so that these words acquire exact 
meanings. 

The scope of the subject matter covered in the hearings is so broad 
and often so technical and detSiled that a comprehensive analysis and 
evaluation is likely to involve a broad segment of the scientific and 
lay community in this country, and others, for many months to 
come. The purpose of this summary analysis is more immediate: 
To put down in simple t!l~ a statement o~ what the hearings were 
about and what the mam ISSUes were. It rs to be recognized that 
-~.~ ~-~~ony will amstltu~ ·~loa or tbe prfnted bearfna whicb w01 elso Include .,. 
--.::wii!Dts ~"'""' tor the record. Se1eded ts of previomly pu bUshed teehnJcal reporU and Jdentlflo 
~pJ!':~_are also lncludecL Tbe e e blbllograpby, prepared by Mrs. Ruth A. Little Leglso 

n -~ 8ervloe, L1btarJ' of c..cr-, Ia m lmportanl pari ollhe record of lbe lleartDgL _ f 
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preparing even a summary necessarily implies making value judg
ments as to wha~ is to be summarized. The summary does not 
cover all of the wealth of information available in the print of the 
hearings. · · 

The proper discussion of fallout, its nature, its effects, and its policy 
implications requires an understanding of certain facts and concepts 
that are not ordinarily before the layman's eyes in easily under
standable terms. The fa.llout hearings were aimed at bringing out 
these ideas and facts so as to promote a better understanding by the 
Congress and the public of this complex question. Mucli of the 
information contained in the print of the hearings is technical. One 
of the purposes of this summary analysis is to simplify and clarify 
this information. 

The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy went to great lengths, 
first1 to insure that a.ll of the major areas of background subject mat
ter m the sciences would be covered and, second1 that important 
points of difference on what the facts are, or what tney mean, would 
be covered so as to bring out clearly what differences exist. . · 
· On May 22, 1957, a statement of the scope and approach of the 
forthcoming fallout hearings, and an outline of the subject matter 
were made available to a.ll prospective witnesses and to the public. 
This material included specific questions to guide witnesses as to 
points the committee felt should be covered or emphasized to assure 
a full and balanced presentation. Witnesses were picked out prima
rily from the point of view of their scientific competence and familiar
ity with particular. aspects of the fallout problem. Obviously, not 
a.ll scientists in the country meeting that criterion could come before 
the committee to testify •. The committee tried to pick out a repre
sentative sample and to achieve a balanced presentation reflecting 
varied points of view. · -

The committee intended that the basic responsibility for adequate 
coverage and presentation of the subject matter would fall on the 
e."q>ert witnesses themselves. One o.f the most satisfying aspec!B of 
the hearings to the Congress and to the country should be the unstint
ing efforts of the expert witnesses to see that the subject matter was 
fully covered and made understandable. · 

Before coming to his own conclusions concerning fallout effects, a 
person should understand the basic scientific facts now available. 
Information in the field of fallout effects, as for many other scientific 
fields of inquiry, is for from complete. However, these hearings should 
provide enough· information to help 11 person to begin to understand 
the problems and issues involved, to see what the present scope of 
information is, and to see the areas. yet to be explored. 

BUMYARY OF KEY POINTS 

• Some genernl observations ·may be made on the results of the hear-
mgs· . . .. 

1." Origin of jallwt.-Ib was pointed out tbt a.ll nuclear explosions 
can be expected to produce some radioactive materials. However, 
certain kirids of explosions produce very much less radioactivity than 
others. Although there is no such thing as an absolutely "clean" 
weapon (that is, there is no such thing as a nuclear weapon detonation 
completely free of accompanying radioactivity), the amount of the , 
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radioactivity produced can be substantially altered in relation to th~ 
·size of the explosion. • 

2. Distribution of faUout.-There was substantial, but far from 
complete, agreement on what happens to radioactive debris produced 
in man's environment, how much is there now, how and where it is 
distributed, and how much is in man himself. There was consider
able evidence presented to indicate that in no part of the atmosphere 
is fallout uniformly distributed and that, therefore, the effects of fallout 
on the world's population could not necessarily be expected to be 
uniform. 

3. Biological effects of radiation.-There was general agreement that 
any amount of radiation, no matter how small the dose, increases the 
rate of genetic mutation (change) in a population. There was, on the 
other hand, a difference of opinion as to whether a· very small dose 
of. radiation would produce, similarly, an increased incidence of such 
somatic (nongenetic) conditions as leukemia or bone cancer, or a 
decrease in life expectancy, in a population. 

4. Tolerance limits.-There was general agreement that there is a 
limit to the amount of radioactivity and, hence, to the amount of 
fission products that man can tolerate in his environment. The extent 
to which existing and future generations will be affected by manmade 
radiation was shown to be intimately tied to certain decisions

1 
moral 

as well as scientific, that must be made- as to how much radiatiOn can 
be tolerated by the peoples of the world. 

5. Effects of past tests.-It was clearly shown that man's exposure 
to fallout radiation including strontium 90 is and will be in general 
small, for the testing already done, compared with his exposure to other, 
"normal background" sources of radiation (a fraction of 1 to 10 per
cent), and even compared with variations· in "normal background" 
sources. But it was not agreed on how this information should be 
interpreted. - · · 

6. Effects of future tests.-There were differences of opinion on how 
to forecast the consequences of further testing. The differences 
hardest to reconcile appear to be those concerning the biological effects 
of radiation. Pending a resolution of differences, it would appear 
from the information presented that the consequences of further 
testing over the next several generations at the level of testinjl' of the 
past 5 years • could constitute a hazard to the world's populatton, It 
IS very difficult, if not impossible, to forecast with any real precision 
the number of people that would be affected. 

7. Effects of nuclear war.-The catastrophic nature of the radiation 
effects from a multiweapon (atomic and hydrogen bombs) attack on 
the United States were clearly portrayed. This, of course, could be 
applied to any nation. 
. These points will be discussed in more detail. 

MAJOR UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS . 

A number of unresolved questions emerged from the hearings •. 
Among the. chief of these are- · · 

1. How "clean" can nuclear weapons actually be madef The 
solution to this question lies in the future of weapons development; 
'It hao been estimated that about 50..._ equlvalml Jfdclolllslon procJaell han boeu pat IniAl 

tile almOophae 10 far t>, all COUDirlel. •· -, 
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2. To what degree is the distribution of radioactive fallout uniform 
or irregular throughout the world? Vigorously conducted sampling 
programs will help to answer this question. 1 

3. To what extent do the biological processes of plants, animals, 
and human beings-under normal conditions-exhibit a. preference 
for or "discriminate" against strontium 90 a.nd other potentia.lly 
hazardous isotopes that are taken up into the human body? Sampling 
nnd metabolic studies underway will develop a. better a.nswer to this 
question. 

4. J s there a. "safe" minimum level of radiation or "threshold" 
below which there is no increase in the incidence of such somatic (non
genetic) conditions as leukemia or bone cancer, or no decrease in life 
expectancy, in a population, resulting from radiation? The answer 
to this question appears difficult to find experimentally. 

5. What is the genetic "doubling dose" of radiation to man? That 
is, what dose of radiation will cause the spontaneous genetic mutation 
(change) rate to double? 

6. Should a distinction be made between absolute numbers of 
persons affected by fallout and/.ercentages relating these numbers to 
the total population of the worl , i. e., can we accept deleterious effects -
on a relatively small percentage of the world's population when the 
number of individuals affected might run into the hundreds of thou
sands? This question cannot be answered by considering scientific 
data only. Overall national policy and great moral issues are also 
involved. 

These questions will be discussed in greater detail. 
Need for furtlter research 

There was strong agreement among the witnesses that even greater 
efforts and even larger budgetary outlays, both private and govern
mental, are required for our research program in the sciences related 
to fallout. There was testimony advocating sharp increases in budget, 
with emphasis in specialized fields. There was also testimony for more 
gradual long-term increases with emphasis on stability and continuity. 
But most witnesses appeared to feel that some increase is necessary 
if we are to accomplish our objectives of understanding the nature of 
radioactive fallout and its effects on man at an earlier date. 

DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

Natural "background" radiation 
Information appears in the hearings about the kinds and amounts 

of radiation that exist naturally and to which man is and has been 
historically exposed. This radiation comes mostly from naturally 
e.~ting radioactive materials that emit radiation (some of these 
materials are present in mah himself) and from cosmic rays emitted 
from outer space. The following table shows a. breakdown of the 
a.verage natural background radiation dose rate to the skeleton a.s 
evaluated by Drs. Evans and Dudley: 1 

• Dr. Shlelcb Warren pointed out In test!mony that In India a lBrKe populaUon bas lived for many een· 
turlfl8 tn a monaz.J.te rock area where the background levels are 6 to 20 Umes average natural background. 
Areordtngto testlmony, whUe theetlecl:s have not been obvloosenougb to cause the population to abandon 
~o regiOD• one ~t say what the eflect& have been nnW carelul studies are made,; 

-. 
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' ' \ 
Average rialural background radiation dooe rate to the okeleton (Dudl~y, Evan•) 

BkclcLW. doae rato 

Source of radlo.tlon 
Mllllrcm Pt,...-nt of 
pet year I Wtai ' 

Pota.sslum-40 (Internal) ....... - .............. - ••••••••• --···-··-···········- 8 6 
RBdlum-226 (lnternnl) ..• ---·······-·······-·--·-····-·····--·········--·--·- 12 o Mcaotborlum (lntcrnnl) •••••• _. ____ •• _ •• _ •• _ .............. - .............. -.... 12 0 
Radium D (lntemnJ) ...••••• -...................................................... 12 0 
Cosmic rnys (external) •-··---····---···-·--·····--··········-··----······· 30 22 Local gamn1a rays (ertcmol) • ................. - ..... · ......................... -.... 00 45 

1---I----
Tot.aJ. ____ •• __ .,. ................ _ ................... --.-·----·--··-----· 131 100 

t A mtlllrem l! l/1000 or a rem, A rem ta a unit or absorbed mdlDtlon do&! th~tt allom for the dltTC'M'nt 
blologlcalr<"sponses to dltrerent types ol radlatloo. Boo Dr. Taylor's tesUmony In tbe beartnp lor definl.. 
1Jons nnd disCuSsion of units. . 

'As computed by tho JOAE staff. 
I According to t£>3timooy by Dr. Evans and Dr. Dudley, eosmfe mr dOSBge vorlos from 24 to 3D ml111nutJ 

per year (and hence mllllrems for a relative blologlcuJ. efT••ctiveness o 1 as wed by them) at 30" lalltudo, 
corresponding to sea levcl and 6,600 foot altitude, rcs_pectlvl"ly. 

• Local gamma radiation ooeura In man 'I natural environment from 3 lmportnnt .erles of radloBcllve 
Isotopes: the uranium series, the thorium scrles, Dhd potMSium 40. The amount of radluLioD In 'bo 
environment depends on the loclltlon, the kind ot rock, t.bo amount of shielding, ew. 

Testimony appears in the hearings comparing radiation levels !rom 
fallout from past tests with natural background radiation levels. Tho 
point emphasized in the hearings was that man's lifetime exposure to 
fallout radiation from strontium 90 and his exposure to external fallout 
radiation from the testing already done, ignoring local fallout, is and 
will be small compared with natural background radiation doses, and 
even the variations in natural backeround. Individuals have, of 
course, received exposures from local fallout that exceed considerably 
the natural background levels. The interpretation ol the point 
discussed here was not agreed upon, however. , 

The reason natural background radiation levels are important is • 
that they are used as a yardstick for evaluating the biological effects of 
radiation. Thusl the National Academy of Sciences summary report 
on the biologico.L effects of atomic radiation, in tho report of the 
committee on genetic effects, illustrates the use ol natural background 
levels as the basis for estimating genetic "doubling doses.'' 

The consequences of further testing are discussed later. 
Nonweapon manmade radiat{on to which man is exposed 

Typical sources of radiation created by acts of man and causing 
potential hazards to man are X-ray machines, fluoroscopes, and radio
active waste products. Another source is radium. The hearings did 
not cover the subject of nonweapon manmade radiation in detail, 
althou~h some background information appears. The committee 
recogmzes the possible existence of hazard from these sources of radia
tion and plans to look into this question in the future. 
The iMeparability of radioactivity, radiation, and nuclear energy 

procuses 
WhPn man explodes a nuclear weapon or operates a nuclear reactor, 

he deals with a nuclear process. The two principal nuclear processes 
associated with energy production are fission and fusion. Fission is a 
splitting of the atomic nucleus into fission products, neutrons, and 
energy. It is the radioactive nature of many of the individual species 
of fiss10n products that is the source of much ol the radiation associated 
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./'With nuclear weapons fallout and with nuclear reactors.• Fusion is 
• combining of atomic nuclei into new nuclei, neutrons, and energy. 

The sources of jaJlout: Nuclear weapon explosions 
All nuclear weapon and nuclear "device" explosions produc 

measurable amounts of radioactivity and radiation. That part of th 
explosion energy yield that results from fission processes is relatec 
to the quantity of radioactive fission products produced. That par 
of the e..'l:plosion energy yield that results from fusion processes i: 
related to the quantity of fusion products produced. Neutrons ar' 
always produced. These, when they escape, induce radioactivity ii 
surrounding materials. In general, the radioactivity from fissior 
products as a class is considerably more dangerous than the radio· 
activity induced in the environment by neutrons. The relative fissior 
to fusion yields at which the two kinds of radioactivity become com
parable in danger was not discussed for security reasons. The amounl 
of fission products l?roduced per kiloton of blast yield depends stronglJ 
on the weapon design. Although there is no such thing as a weapon 
detonation completely free from accompanying radioactivity, the 
amount of the radioactivity produced can be substantially altered at 
least in certain weapon designs. 

Specific weapon characteristics, such as energy release, fission 
product production, neutron .Production, etc., were not discussed in 
detail for security reasons. In general, these characteristics can be 
made to vary over wide rnn!l"es depending upon the weapon design. 

The following characteristiCS of nuclear weapon explosions deter
mine the nature and amount of fallout resulting: 

1. The size of the e..'l:plosion (that is, total energy yield, usually 
expressed as a certain number of kilotons or megatons of TNT 
e..'l:plosive energy equivalent); • 

2. The percentage of the total energy yield resulting from the 
fission process; 1 

3. The type of detonation (high in the air, near the ground, 
under water, etc); and 

4. The nature of the surface material where the e..'l:p!osion 
tnkes place (water, rock, snnd, coral, etc.). 

Air detonations of nuclear weapons favor wide dispersion of fallout 
because the sizes of the radioactive particles produced are relatively 
small; surface and under-the-surface detonatiOns favor local fallout 
because the particle sizes tend to be relatively large. Low-yield 
wen pon explosions produce fallout that generally does not penetrate 
the stratosphere; hi"h-yield weapon e.'l:plosions produce fallout a 
substantial part of w!;ich in general does penetrate the stratosphere.' 
Local jallrw.t: ]I$ behavior and effect$ on man 

There is no precise dividing line between local fallout and fallout 
that is more widely distributed, even worldwide. Generally speaking, 

•Some-thing lite 200 or more dttrl'nmt l'l(lto~ have~ Identified among the fission products. The 
rMSon Is that some of the lllotope.s formed 1n llss1on. dcca71Dto lUll di1Jcrent isotopes. StronUwn go 11 
fonned tb.ls war.. 

• Thus. a 1 kiloton blmb h.&! the same erplosh-e enern release u 1,000 tons or TNT (a common exploo 
tit"e), a I meli&ton bomb has that of 1 mUllan Con3 of TNT, etc. The Blroehlma bomb Jield wu esUmatad 
al3J,OCQ tons or TNT, L e., 3:1 kilotons. 

'TbU! a sln''' IO.m,..ton bomb (a o<><nlled H bomb) at only ID percent- yleld Is equivalent to 
10 3J.tUotan aJI.flsslon bomb!. 

• Tho atmosphere around the 11rntld: II dlvfded ror J)(U"ppSfS of thl! dbeossfon Into 2 parts• m The ~ 
~ the rmrt below 3.5£00 to 4.5,00) reet whJcll ronta.l.nJ aU of what we renemlly knoW as ''weather'~ 
tnd, (2) a re¢on above &\000 to j6,000 tee& c:alied. the atla.tolpbere. Tbe altitude or Lbe tropospbere variel 
hm~~~~to~~~ ' 
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the division is made not only on the basis of nearness to the explosion 
but also on the basis of the time it takes the radioactive debris to 
IAll out after the explosion. Local fallout consists of the lorger 
particles of material originally thrown up into the air by the explosion. 
These larger particles tend to fall out within a few hundred miles of the 
explosion at most, and within a few dnys of the explosion. Among 
the effects of local fallout are high level radiation from beta and ~amma 
mys 8 to which man is exposed externally and large quantities of 
rertain isotopes (such as iodine 131, cesium 137, and strontium 90) 
that may be taken up into man's bodv through the food be cats, and 
otherwise, and moy stay in the body lor extended periods of time. 

The more widely distributed fnllout consists of the smaller particles 
put up into the air b,r the explosion. · 

Fi~ure 1 shows pictorially the different types of fallout. These 
smaller particles, depending upon bow high they rise, tend to re
main in the atmosphere for periods of time ranging from weeks to 
rears, and so become widely distributed. The radioactive materials 
m this widely distributed fallout do decoy, however, so that the 
exposure of the body to high external radiation is generally not asso
ciated with this type of fallout. However, specific isotopes, particu
larly strontium 90, do remain and may be taken up into man's body 
through milk, ve~etables, and other foods, and may remain in the 
body for long perwds of time. . 

Local fallout tends to produce both "acute" and "chronic" radia
tion effects. Acute effects as used here are such things as radiation 
sickness, skin burns, other clinical symptoms of damoge-nnd death
depending on the size of the dose. Chronic effects as used here are 
.such things as cancer (leukemia, bone cancer, etc.), generally lowered 
resistance to stresses, premature aging, aud premature death, again 
depending on the size of the dose. 

The more widely distributed fallout, by nature resulting in lower 
levels of radiation, tends to produce only the chronic type of effect. 
Local fallout: The effects of nuclear war 

Local fallout can cover tens or hundreds of squore miles from kilo
ton explosions and thousands of square miles from megaton explosions. 
About half of all the fission products produced from ground explo
sions come down in local fallout, although some estimates tend 
toward four-fifths. 

For instance, multiweapon attacks (say 200 to 300 bombs of mega
ton size, 2,50D-3,000 megatons total vield), can blanket half or more 
of the continental United States with lethal (death-produ<·ing) or 
ncar-lethal radiation levels from local fallout alone. This, of course, 
could be applied to anv nation. In addition to the acute effects in 
survivors as described above, chronic effects and g~netic effects involv
ing existing and future generations can occur. These chronic and 
genetic effects are always a byproduct o£ any acute exposure to 
radiation. 

1 Ty('II'S o1 rndtatlon: Alph parlfrlu: The nuclf'lofhell!lm atom!', swllt mot"ln<. hla:h I'Tlt~y. little prtWPr 
of penetrntlon, but biolo!I:!Cllly very de5tructlvo II the-y IU'DP within Uvtnr IL~. for.-umple; bd4 parlida; 
fMt-mo\·lng elt'Ctrons, of \"arylnr en,.l'jl:y and Yal'ytnc ~rW"tratlng po.,.r, but ll't'ntorally mon! penetnt11RJI: 
than alpha pertlclt'$; 1711mmG rar•: radiations of htrh f'fll'lll'Y, lt:l't'3l pen.lnltlrt« pown (the more p>nPtrnHnc 
PIDDlB ra)-s em travt.>l thro~h the whole body wUh little arnortJtlonl: tlv>n• an> :sl.cn nl"utrons and X-rnys. 
Aadtum 2:.!6t'mlt.s alpha }111rtldes: !ltrontlum SIOnnlts bc-t.a rxmkl""; ~tum t:r.and Us short-lived dau:btcr 
clemenl. l:lertam 137 emll beta parUclt'S &Dd pmJD.a radi&Uoo.. 
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FIGURE L-A pictorial representation of types of fallout produced by weapons explosions. The light band close 
to the earth represents tropospheric fallout. The outer band represents stratospherip fallout. Local fallout 
occurs near the site of t h e explosions. [Figure reur'~jwrn testimony ~ • Drs. Lang>hnm and Anderson, Lo!! 
Alamos Scientific Labora tory.] · · · 
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Because of difficulties of forecasting in advance such information 
lS the weather, the exact locations of detonations, and the ex11Ct
~h11racteristics of weapons, it is to be expected, as pointed out in the, 
'learings, that there would be great difficulties in forecasting local 
rallout patterns associated with a nuclear war . 
. Although strontium 90 is most often thought of with nonlocal fallout, 

it was clearly brought out that strontium 90 levels with local fallout 
~an amount to lOD-300 times the number of strontium units • in 
mimal bones as are now considered permissible in human bone, from 
l large megaton weapon alone.- · . · 

For an attack of the sort mentioned here, countermeasures based on 
;helters, for early survival, plus reclamation .measures, are necessary 
to cope with the situation.· In any event, the effects of such an attack 
would be catastrophic, even if there were no fallout resulting. 
N'onlocal fallout: The behauior of the more widely di8tributed fallout in 

the atmosphere _· . 
The hearings made it clear that an extensive research effort is 

presently underway directed toward examining critical parts of man's 
mvironment for the nonlocal (delayed and widely distributed) fallout, 
particularly for the long-lived isotope, . strontium 90. . Soil, human 
~ones, milk, fish, vegeiables, crops and animals, and the atmosphere 
.tself, are being sampled all over the world. One of the prime pur~ 
>oses of this sampling is to try to deteriJline the extent to which non
.ocal fallout d·escends to the ground uniformly and the extent to which 
.t falls out nonuniformly or unevenly. . . . .· · · · · 

Data presented at the hearings based on the sampling program show 
~ strong tendency toward nonuniform distribution for the more wid~ 
;pread fallout .. : Samplings taken on the ground at different pointa 
1long a line from the North Pole to the South Pole show this point 
~!early.. ]furthermore, testimony. given in the hearings indicates 
;hat such a situation of nonuniformity can be predicted. This non
miformity could result from the direct fallout from the troposphere 
iwhich is inherently nonuniform) and from injection of unevenly; 
listributed stratospheric fallout into the troposphere through activity 
>f the jet stream. The concept of nimuniforni stratospheric fallout 
s in distinction to an earlier concept that held stratospheric fallout 
;o be uniformly distributed. The earlier concept used a period of 
'rom 5 ~ 10 years as an average time ~uring which the particles are 
ttored m the. stratosphere. The testtmony brought out the fact 
;hat high-altitude sampling programs now underway should throw 
nore light on these questions in a ;vear or two; ' · · · 

Storage time in the troposphere ts estimate<l-in weeks or months, at 
nost. Directly influencing the distribution ·or fallout on the ground 
s the local weather. Rain, for example; is identified as an important 
neans by which radioactive particles are removed from the atmosphere 
;o the earth's surface. 

From 50 to 70 percent of the total nonlocal fallout is expected to 
leposi t in the ocean, since the oceans cover about 71 percent of the 
lsrth's surface. 

The question of whether uniformity exists is an important one. If 
t cannot be resolved, this will indicate that one really docs not know 
'A,~ntiom unit b tbesameu. but fn themlndsoftbeeommltteemueh better named than a,.JtliiJhlne 

mit. tbalfs. 1 tnJcromlcroc;urfe or strontium 110 per gram of calcium; 100 rtrontlom units 1a the presenu7 stabllshed m.uim.um pennissjble conceotmUon of stronl.lum go In man, ror a population. 
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with any assurance where the fallout now up in the air really is and 
where it will come down. Furthermore, forecasts ofjut'ILT'e amounts of 
radiation at ground level resulting from more testing (or even from 
past testing) depend upon an assumption as .to .the degree of uni
formity. It appears that .past forecasts are m need of review for 
h~~:;.revision to take into account_·in_fo~mation presented at the 

Figure 2 illustrates the general levels of world-wide fallout deposi
tion, as of the fall of 1956, as taken .from testimony. 
N onlocal foJlout: Behavior in man and in man •8 biological environment 

(the biosphere) · . 
Fallout, once deposited on the ground or on plants, may be expected 

to enter into earth processes in a manner coris1stent with the chemieal 
properties of the .mdividual chemical elements involved. A large 
fraction of strontium 90, for example,. is available for entry into the 
human food chain through uptake by plants. This fact is known 
because isotopes such as strontmm 90 have been found in soils;plants, 
food, and milk in. most parts of the inhabited world. The highest 
levels appear in the Northern United States and Southern Canada. 
The biological processes in which strontium 90 participates are not 
completely understood, although there was much agreement. Broadly, 
these processes are as follows: strontium 90 present in the upper layer 
of the soil is taken up directly by plants. In addition, strontium 90 
may be deposited directly on the surfaces ·of plants. If .these plants 
are eaten by animals, such as cattle; the strontium 90 will appear in 
the animal's milk. - If man drinks the milk, or if he eats plants 
directly as food, strontium 90 will appear in man's own body. In 
1>articulnr 1 strontium behaves in a manner similar to calcium and is a 
1'bone seeker," that is, -virtually all of the strontium that stays in 
man's body has a tendency to seek the bone. · · . ·. · . . . 

W bile strontium behaves in a manner similar to calcium, it does not 
beha~e exactlr. ~s calcium does ... ~Y of _the biologic~ processes just 
descnbed exhib1t a preference (discnmmation) for calCium rather than 
strontium. Much animal and some human CXJ?erimentation has been 
CIIITied out to establish the behavior of strontium in biological proc
esses. Furthermore, stable (L e., nonradioactive) isotopes of stron..; 
tium behave chemically in a manner identical to strontium 90. Meas
urements of stable strontium have been made in soils and human 
bones. Scientists generally agreed that. the correct value fo.r the 
overall strontium 90 discrimination factor from soil to human bone is 
from 4 to 20, depending upon the diet, the soil eharacteristics, ete.10 

A similar discussion woUld apply to the radioactive isotope, cesium 
137. Cesium ·137 and strontium 90 have comparable half lives 11 but 
the time cesium stays in the body is considerably shorter. Cesium 
tends to appear uniformly in the body rathm; than to seek out particu-
lar organs. · . · · . 

The reasoris that strontium 90 is a hazard to man are as follows: 
1. Strontium 90 results from about 3~ percent of all the fissions 

that occur in nuclear explosions; .. 
- 11 Thnt ts, Ustrontlnmand CllclnmappeartD soD lntberaUooit part to4,and Ita man eats rm an grown 
on that soU, then a d1sc:rtm1nat1on fae&or of 41llf!ODS lhat WOD.Uum and c::alciu.m wW appear In h1a boDe .ID 
lbe rn.Uo of 1 part to 1~ allowing some Ume for this to ocx:ur. -· 

u Tbo term "haU uro • Is ORd to denote the period of Ume Jt takes a given quantity of an element to JO!I8 
ball Its rudloact.l\"lty. Thus. stronUum. oo. with a b:lHIUeof28 years. wW lose ro ~tor It! rad1oacUTitY 
by the end or that period. Then1 lhe rema1nlDg radloattlvtty wW again be cot ill halt by the end of the 
Den :18 }Cilno and &o OD. 
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FloUR• 2.-G<lnornl levels of present 'world-wide fallout deposition. The units of measurement are millicttrles per square mile ....... 
(mc/mi•). A millicurie is 1/1000 of a curie. A .curie oorres~nds to 3.?Xl010 disintegratiows per second,· [Figure reprinted ~."·1 · from tostimony of Dra. Langham and A.Ddersoo, Los Alamos Soieotifio Laboratory) , . t .:... 
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2. Strontium participates in biological processes resulting in 
eventual deposit10n in the human body, almost entirely in bone; 

s'. Strontmm stays in the bones a long time and has a 28-year 
half life, that is, the beta rays emitted by strontium 90 and its 

. daughter element yttrium 90 irradiate the bone over a long 
period of time. 

But strontium 90; concentrating in the bones and emitting beta radi
ation, is primarily a somatic, not a genetic, hazard. . 
The genetic effects of radiation with emphasis on low doses 

The effects of radiation on the genetic or reproductive cells of the 
body were testified to be nonspecific, that is, the nature of the effect 
caused by radiation cannot in general be distinguished from an effect 
resulting from some other cause. It is the frequency of incidence of 
genetic effects (i. e., cell mutation or change) that is changed when 
man is subjected to additional radiation exposure. It was agreed 
that these effects, whether radiation caused or not, are nearly all 
harmful to the human organism. The definition of "harmful" is of 
itself a matter of value judgment. It should be noted that in at least 
some laboratory experiments the word is used in a limited sense: 
detrimental to reproduction. 

It was pointed out that no experiments aimed at observing genetic 
or other biological effects of radiation have ever been conducted at 
radiation levels close to the natural background radiation. To 
conduct such experiments is to tackle a difficult problem, it was 
pointed out because of the large populations needed. Therefore all 
conclusions based on e:<:perimental data use data that was obtained at 
higher radiation levels. 
. Radiation affects the genetic material (genes and chromosomes) of 
the reproductive cells. How this occurs was explained in some detail. 
The accumulated genetic effect of a given total radiation dose to a 
population is independent of the number of persons in that population 
receiving part of the total dose, assuming complete intermarriage. 
That is1 the same genetic situation is forecast if 10 percent of the 
populatton gets a 10 percent increase in radiation exposure as if 
100 percent of the population gets a 1 percent increase. If the 
radiation exposure is continuous, it may take as many as 30 to 50 
generations (approximately 1,000 years) for the maximum effect to 
become established. If the radiation exposure is by a single dose 
the same number of generations, or possibly fewer, may be needed 
before the effect completely disappears. 
. There were two bases given for saying that the increase of the 
incidence in genetic effects of radiation is proportional to dose. The 
first uses experimental data. All of these data is obtained at doses 
considerably above background levels. The second is theoretical and 
holds that the mechanism of genetic damage is dam~e to the genetic 
material of each individual cell. The idea of a d1rect proportion 
between increase in incidence of genetic effects and dose appears to 
be accepted widely among scientists. Furthermore, geneticists believe 
that the direct proportion applies down to zero dose-that is, that 
there e.~ts no safe "threshold" below which the dose froduces no 
damage, and that damage occurs from any irradiation o the genetic 
cells, no matter how small the dose. 
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· These points·are ·illustrated· in figure 3: ·Note the straight line: 
It represents :l?'aphicolly what is meant by a direct proport\on. l3ut 
note also that 1t is marked "non-threshold"; the reason for tlris is that 
the line goes to the lower left corner at zero. · The curved line marked 
.<~threshold" goes to zero effect at a dose greater than zero, and· thus~ 
a "threshold" for damage is implied. 
· The basis for the 10 roentgens permissible level to the reproductive 
organs recommended in the National Academy report was shown to 
rest on certain assumptions concerning the genetic "doubling dose" of 
radiation to man. 'l'he value of the "doublin~ dose" used by the 
academy genetics cominittee was strongly queStiOned. · 
The nongenetic effects of radiation in a population, 'With emphasis ·on 

low doses 
Effects of radiation on the somatic or nongenetic cells in the body 

apply (by definition) only- to the individual receiving the radiation, 
not to his descendants. But whereas the effect itself appears only in 
the individual or individuals exposed, the incidence of the effect is 
sP.oken of in terms of a poJ?ulation-just as one speaks ordinarily of 
life expectancy when he thinks of insurance. Life expectancy itself 
only has meaning in the context of a population. The principal 
kinds of effects considered here are leukemia, cancer, lowered restst

. Iince ·to stresses, and premature aging and 'death attributable to no 
single cause. Nongenetic effects, like genetic effects, were testified 
to be in general similar in nature to those produced by causes other 
than radiation. Again, it is the frequency of incidence that is chan~ed 
·and, again, it was pointed out that no experiments aimed at observmg 
these biological effects have ever been conducted at radiation levels 
very close to the natural background. .As ·before, oll conclusions 
based on experimental or clinicB.l data "USe data obtained at higher 
radiation levels. . 

.As in the case of genetic effects, two bases were given for saying 
that the increase in incidence of nongenetic effects of low-level radia
tion is proportional to dose. The first, as before, is based on experi
mental data oll taken at higher doses. The second is again theoret
ical, and holds that mutation (change) of the genetic material of the 
nonreproductive cells (or possibly· some other simple mechanism) 
occurs1 and that the chronic nongenetic effects result from these cell 
mutations. . 

However, unlike the genetic situation, here there was substantial 
testimony presented against a proportional relationship between 
incidence· of radiation effects and dose. One contention is that 
biological repair is an established fact for a variety of biological 
systems nnder a variety of stresses. _Another contention is that 
these effects, that is, leukemia, cancer! etc., can be induced through a 
variety· of biological mechanisms, ana that. non genetic cell mutation 
or change caused by radiation may be one of these mechanisms, but 
only one: This contention goes on to say that even if the genetic 
mutation or change actuolly takes place, and even if the incidence of 
effects occurring through cell mutation is proportional to dose, the 
existence of other mechanisms precludes a conclusion that an overoll 
Jlroportional relationship exists. See figure 3 again. 

~t was pointe4 out in the _testimo.ny that a direct proportion,· if it 
CXlSts for somatic effects, still admits of a threshold. That is, the 
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DOSE· (RELATIVE UNITS) 
FHlURE 3.-A pictorial representation' of the diJJ'erenee between a threshold and a nonthreshold situation.· 

.. Dose increases to the right. Note that the non-threshold line. is.a straight line; it needn't be .. (See.,p .. 15.) •. 
(Figure reprinted from testimony of Drs. 1:-angham and Anc;lerson~ Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.] 
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straight line in fi~e 3 might ~ot go to the lower left corner bht may 
instead cross the baseline to the right of the corner. . ' 0 

On the other hand, the possibility was brought out that the durved 
line in figure 3 might, instead of missing the lower left corner come 

·down to it. That is, it is possible that a "no threshold" situation 
mig~t exist in which the effect-dose relationship is not a direct pro
portion. 
Maximum permissible dose (of external or internal radiation) and 

maximum permissible concentration (of internal radioactit·e emitters) 
. The semantics of these words, as well as their meanings in fact 
implies the existence of a "permissible," dose. In wording the defini
tions of "maximum permissible dose," scientists generally usc words to 
the effect that such a dose is not necessarily absolutely "safe."12 The 
evolvement of policy in this field therefore involves not only scientific 
but moral considerations as well. Nevertheless, as the testimony 
pointed out, in actual derivation the concept of maximum permissible 
dose is based on the notion of the dose it takes to produce a "detect
able" non~enetic effectJ that is, the notion of a threshold; once the 
threshold lS establishea, a factor of safety then leads to the values 
presently established for "maximum permissible dose" and "maxi
mum pernlissible concentration." , 

If in fact any quantity of radiation, however small, produces a 
biological effect, that is, if there is no threshold, then the concept 
implied by "maximum permissible dose," developed primarily for 
industrial workers, as presently used is erroneous. The alternative 
in a world where worldwide manmade radiation is a fact, is to define 
and establish a "population average acceptable dose." Such a 
notion implies a willingness to accept a predeternlined specified quan-
tity- of radiation in a population. ' · 

The "maximum pernnssible concentration" of strontium 90, a bone 
seeker, is based on a "maximum permissible body burden" in adults, 
established by direct experimento.l comparison of the biological effects 
of radiostrontium and radium in ammo.ls. The permissible body 
burden of radium actuo.lly used in the comparison for human beings 
is based on extensive human e:~perience with "radium poisoning." 
The value now used for the maximum permissible concentration of 
strontium 90 In man is 1 microcurie per kilogram of body co.lcium 
(1,000 strontium units) for an "occupationo.l dose" or 0.1 microcurie 
per kilogram of body calcium (100 strontium units) for a "population 
dose." . 

To reiterate, the great unknown in the field of nongenetic bio
logical effects of radiation is whether there is o. threshold or whether 
there isn't. Two recent reports, that of the British Medical Council 
and that of the National Academy of Sciences, deo.l with this question. 
The wealth of informo.tion presented at the hearings, together with 
the degree of uncertainty clearly pointed out, and the undoubted im
portance of an understanding of the points involved, suggest that an 
early reevaluation of the older data and evaluation of more recent 
data is essentio.l. Such a reevo.luation might lead to a change of the 
findings or they might be confirmed. 

"..._ ''" emmple, NatfollaJBareoa of Sblll4az1!a llaDdboot 1!0, p. 211. 
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'ForecLting llte conseguences of future ~eapons "iestmg . 
- Thj hearings, as has been emphasized earlier, were meant to cover 
all ¢ the s_cientific aspects of fallout, including ~o~ fallout, delaye_d 
tro]losphenc and stratosphenc fallout, acute radiation effectsl chromo 
radiation effects, weapons testing effects, and the effects o nuclear 
war. It is clear that the keenest interest by the witnesses themselves 
was in the question of how to apply existing information to the fore
casting of the effects of futuro weapons testing. This question was 
covered extensively in the four round-table discussions. Two of the 
discussion sessions (June 3 and 4) discussed primarily the question of 
the biological effect of low doses of radiation. On this question, little 
agreement was reached. The other two discussion sessions (May 29 
and June 6) discussed primarily the question of how to forecast what 
the fallout radiation levels themselves, particularly those of strontium 
90, might be corresponding to some assumed testing pattern. A 
number of individual witnesses prepared estimates of what the future 
human-bone levels of strontium 90 might be under various presup
posed circumstances.13 These estimates all ignore local fallout on the 
presumption that testing will occur in a controlled area. · 

It should be noted that indefinitely continued testing at some 
constant rate does not necessarily mean an indefinitely continued rise 
in radiation levels, for at some level the rate of radioactive decay will 
equal the rate of production of radioactivity. This is what scientists 
have called the "equilibrium level" for a constant test rate. 

Individual estimates of a reasonable future permissible annual 
release of fission products from indefinitely continued testing ranged 
from about 2 megatons of fission yield equivalent per year to about 10. 
A value to narrow the range was not arrived at m the discussion ses-
sions of the hearings. t< . 

u A paper prepared: after the hmrfnlt! by Dr. Wrl~tbt Langham and Dr. Emast Andei"!!D appe:81'11n th6 
prtnt ot tba licBrinllS. It di&cusse:s_prlmnr:lly tbo strontium uo problem and discusses many ort.be Corecastl 
abo dl.scussed In the beariRJ:S by Dr. Lan~t:bam and others. 

u At tho tnvltntton or A EO's Division of BloloiC)' and Medicine, a meeting was held on luly 28, Jg57, 
Principal partlcl~>BD:tswcre Mr. Elsenbud, Dr. Kulp, Dr. Langham, Dr. Libby, Dr. Maebta, Dr. Neuman, 
and Dr. Belovo. Also (Jrost'.Dt wero Dr. Dunham, Dr. Alc.J:ander, Mr. Hollister, Dr. Calvin 1. Potta, Dr. 
Relttom('ler, and Dr. \\estero. A written summary or the mretlng appears 1n the print of the hearings. 
'l'bree foreatsts wero made at the mcetln~~:; aU pm:llctlnr what the futuro buman skeleton levels of strontium 
DO In ]'I}UDR JM!rsons ml~ht be ln the NorthM.<~tem United States under variow: conditions, 

'l'ho basil of these lorocasa.. Is au a."8tlmptlon that an average vaJue of 0.8 strontium unit, based on Dr. 
Jrulp'a measuromcnts otstronUum 110 levels In the sk;('Jeton.'l of cblldrm In the Northeastern United States, 
as of tho fo.U or 19M, represents a reasonnble point !rom wbJcb to extrapolate. Then the following a torecas&l 
wen developed: 

1. Jt'ormut.-Tbe fUturo Jkrlrtal «~~~rrntratlon~ tn young persons ln the North@Mtem United States 
rtltiUing from 'J~ ltiWilium SO clnodl on t.6e.,o1And bt/OTe J961ore predicted to fall within a range of 1.6 to 2 
ltrontlum UDII.s. 
· 2. Fortta~t.-Tbe fUture skPidal conct'lltrntlons In yoonr Jlt'I'SODS In the Northeastern United States 
ruuUing frrma oil atronllum 10 r.rod.llurl btfare 19$1 are predicted to fall within a range as follows: '"' . 

(a) 1.5-8.5 strontium un lS Ustratosphetfe fallout is unJronn; . 
(6) Wstrontlum units lfedstlnR" fallout pattern Is maintained: · 
(c) f-10 strontium units fC predicted ~ 1D "baudJ.og" ol stratospheric fanout Jn laUtudM of 

Northeastern United States occurs. 
· I. Fortcut.-The future skeletal ooneentntlons to yonDfC persons 1n the Nortbeasw-n United States 
ruuiJJng from ollllrontium SO protluc~d btfor~ 19.7 p/Uf' G'11 equal omount produud in till nat 1tWTGI Jtarl 
/toflt a rqJttilion offHIItlutr (orrquJ\"'&Ient) are prod.Jcted to tall wlthln a range as foUows: 

l
a~ I.H strontium units 1C stratospheric faUoot Is uniform; 
b a--12 strooUum units U cxtstlntt fallout pattern ts mafntalnrd• 

- c Jo-25 strontium units U predicted IDaeue ID ''band.Jn&'' o'i stratospheric fallout 1n laUtudes of 
Northeastern United Statt-s occurs. 

. C. FOT«aai.-Tbe future skeletal coneentntlom: resulUntt trom lndeftnltely contlnord testing (often 
approUmatcd by taktnR 100 ~ars) at tho ·~ annual rate of the past 6 years 00 me~tons equJvalenC 
ft..cm.oo rteld per year) were 11ot foreeasted, nor were the efforts of an tncrea.slnR rate ol testing oonstderl'd. 

The forecasts that were made (for the Northern United State!) ahow that U lbe amount or flsskm products 
put Into the atmosphere doubles tn tho next 10 years or so the bonele~ should somewhat mote than double. 
Local fallout, of eourse, Is not Included. , 

Note that tho units wed are ''!trontlum units." defined on p. 9. The m.utnmm pcnnlsslbte eoncentra.-
Uon or stronUom 110. It wW be recalled, Is 100 stronuum units tor a populatlou-subJeet. as stated above, to 
eeriousquestJonsand llmllatlons. Before any of the tol"eC'21Sts above, or those contained In tbe hesrtng:s, are 
eomps.rtd with 100 strontium units. or some other standard, it should be tept in mind that some of the 
forecasts assume unlformlty ot stratospb('rfc fallout dlstrlbuUon. U, as the hearilu::s strongly .tndlcate. 
\b.~ assumpuoo bllncomct. then tbe Jo~ Deed adju.'ltment before a comparison is made. 
tndl.!fd~~\e<llbat \hla lf'OUP did DOL go U far IDlO the future, 1n making tocec:asu. as $0Dle of the 
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The malL points of uncertainty that make \Ito longer rllllge forecasts 
so hard to do are- " - ... 

1. What the future testing pattern will be. The assumption 
has often been made of a constant average annuo.l rate of-testing. 
But the testing up to now has been sporadic. The concept of 
"present rate of testing" is in any exact sense meaningless. Not 
only the rate, but the kind and location of testing are important 
and difficult to predict. 

2. What the degree of nonuniformity of fo.llout in the atmos
phere really is. 

3. What the storage 'times in different parts of tho atmosphere 
and in different geographico.l regions of the globe are. 

4. How the fallout will behave under tho different geologico.l 
lllld biological conditions that exist around the world. 

5. How fallout will distribute itself in a human population. 
6. Whether a threshold for radiation damage mnsts or not. 

· - 7. How to arrive at an acceptable maximum permissible con-
centration of radioactive isotopes in man. · 

In the absence of better, or better substantiated, forecasts of the 
consequences ·Of continued weapons testing, whether for 10 years or 
indefinitely, the question of how much and what kind of testing is 
"acceptable" is very difficult to answer. Even if the information 
were available now, the question still requires the exercise of judgment. 
As this report has repeatedly stated~ not onlr scientific but moro.l 
issues, and issues of broad nationo.l policy, are mvolved. 
: It appears difficult, based on the hearings, to justify extreme state
ments concening the consequences of further testing, at or less than 
at the level of the past 5 years, unless one is willing to make j udg
ments in the absence of information. It is no doubt true that Judg
ments of this sort will always have to be made without full informa
tion. But the rapidity with which information is now being gathered, 
and··the vigor with which future information-j;athering activities 
perhaps will occur, suggest that each year's passmg will help signifi
cantly in the makin~ of judgments. When all of the factors con
cerning weapons testmg are evo.luated to arrive at a policy, it might 
be remembered that information is rapidly becoming available. 

Pending 11 resolution of the differences and uncertainties discussed 
in this report, 8mong others; it would appear that the consequences 
of further testing over the next severo.l generations at the level of the 
past 5 years coUld constitute a hazard to the world's .POpulation. 11 

If the level of future testing rises, then the hazard could be greater 
and could arrive. sooner. Individuals, of course, may as in the past 
receh;e !l!'JlOsures from loco.l fallout that exceed presently established 
pernuSSlO!e levels. . . · . 
The research pro!f7am 

Originally it was planned that a specific part of the hearings would 
be devoted to discussing the research program.. However, severo.l 
witnesses not scheduled for that part Of the hearings nevertheless 
.submitted testimony on the subject, and some of the discussion time 
~as devoted to it o.lso. The reeult is a record rich in ideas as to what 
is good and bad about the present progrnm and what should be done 

u All IIOiod ebowbeNID tho report, tho"""""""' boa DOt Jet ......olere4 the poo!fble bozatdsflom ottw 
IIXD"O!iS ol mdlatton mcb u fluGroleopl!'.s X-ray macblDes, etc. Tberdort the eomm1Uet hal DOC. c:oaaJdered 
the question Q( bow 1be tallout !ward ml&ht compere wU.b &m. ot.ber bautdl.. 
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in the future. It is to ..Jbe hoped that such agencies o.s the Atomic 
Energ)'..Commission, and the National Academy of Sciences will dig 
through.' the record and evaluate the ideo.s. . . 

Manpower and education of manpower are emphasized often. To 
talk of programs without thinking of the manpower to carry them out 
was deplored. In fact, a recommendation was made that the AEC 
empho.size manpower education and. development in the biological 
and associated sciences. 

A well-balanced program exists now in the AEC's Division of 
Biology and Medicine (Dr. Charles L. Dunham, Director), according 
to testimony given. A well-balanced program as the primary need for 
the future was also spoken for. In particular, there was testimony 
advocating that long-term bo.sic research not be lost sight of in a 
multitude of short-lived programmatic research projects. Many 
specific proposals for research projects appear in the record. · 

Although the testimony expressed satiSfaction with existing research 
programs, the general tone seemed also to advocate a stepped-up 
program for the future. Part of the reason for the stepping up, it was 
pointed out, is that po.st programs have borne fruit; many specific 
unknowns have been discovered, which new effort can be put on. 

Some of these areas for further research are- . 
1. The behavior of particulate matter' in the atmosphere, 

particularly the stratosphere; ' . 
2. The absorptive capacity of the biosphere for fallout products 

such as strontium 90; 
3. The selectivity of biological systems for particular-isoto :pes; 
4. The response of biolo~Pcal systems to low doses of radiatiOn; 
5. The application of biOlogical knowledge obtained from an 

experiment on an individual to large populations and vice versa. 
Information availability and exchange ·. 

One point the committee was interested in wo.s whether or not scien
tists, many of whom are employed by Government agencies, felt free 
to work and to exchange information in the sciences related to fallout, 
The weight of the testimony wo.s that such freedom exists. 

Another point the committee wo.s interested in1 and one on which the 
testimony is not so satisfying, is whether or not information on fallout 
and its effects is reaching the public. Information: on the biological 
effects of radiation, from whatever source, ho.s been presented to the 
public in widely read reports by the British Medical Council and by 
the National Academy of Sciences. These reports contain some in
formation directly applicable to the fallout question. But information 
on fallout itself has evidently not reached the public in adequate or 
understandable ways. That this is so is evidenced by the need for, 
the results of, and the interest in these hearings. 

These hearings do not contain significant amounts of scientific data 
discovered just for the sake of the hearings. If much information that 
was new was made available as a result of the hearings, th.is occurred 
for principally one of two reasons: · 

1. The progress of research is so rapid that new information 
developed in late 1956 and early 1957 was ready for initial 
presentation at the hearings. 

2. The information already existed but had not been made 
available generally. 
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And the~bould be no doubt that ~ucb new information was made 
avu.ilable. ',Information was disclosed as follows: 

(1} Concerning tb~ work; by weather .People on predicting 
fallout patterns and, m particuln.;1 concernmg the mechanisms of 
nonuniformity of stratospheric fo.uout; 

(2) Presenting the results. of soil samplin~ and assaying from 
around the world, confirming the nonuruformity of existing 
fallout; 

(3) Concerning past testing activities in Nevada in far greater 
detail than had generally been known to be available; 

(4) Concerning the "clean" weapons situation; 
(5} Concerning the importance of strontium 90 in local fallout; 
(6) Concerning the importance of countermeasures and tho 

need for operational information (this point will be discussed 
below); 

(7) Concerning the most recent evaluations of what tho best 
values for ground-to-bone strontium 90 discrimination factors 
should be; 

(8) Concerning the behavior of strontium 90 in soils; 
(9} Concerning the question of threshold effects, "detectable" 

effects, and maximum permissible concentrations; 
(10) Presenting, in spite of disagreements, quantitative esti

mates of future radiation levels. 
The need for operatioTUJl information 

The result of a research effort is information. But this information 
is not necessarily directly applicable to solving a problem. For 
example1 the newl;sr issued hand boo~ The Effects of Nuclear W capons, 
preparea by the Department of vefense and the Atomic Energy 
Commission1 covers at length the effects of single weapon explosions 
of varying siZes and under varying conditions. ' 

It is apparent, however1 that the people of tho world and their 
governments lack informatiOn on the operational problems-meaning 
information that can be acted upon in a given situation-associated 
with fallout. A generalized.way of stating these operational problems 
is to pose the question: How can man survive in and how can he 
respond to, an environment of increasing man~e radioactivity in 
peacetime and in wartime? Further information of this operational 
sort appears to be clearly needed covering-

First, industrial and weapons sources of radioactive contamina
tion and radiation during peacetime; 

Second, nonmilitary protection, survival, and recovery measures 
in wartime and in the postwar period. 


